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A rupture between the past and the present

B

iking towards Thurø Rev, a sea reef near the city of

Svendborg, we pass through small idyllic villages set within the landscape. Here we stumble upon various examples
of rural and agricultural remnants – such as wooden wagons, wheels, barrels, water pumps and old plows. Obsolete
agricultural objects and debris make up the rural decor of
private gardens and local shops. A wheel laid neatly upon
trimmed fertilized grass or placed precisely within an exotic
flower bed. A rusty wagon parked on a paved road next to
a brick house with thermo-insulated windows. An old inoperative water pump stands in the gravel driveway while a
rusty plow or sickle hangs upon a brightly painted concrete
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wall. All these sights greet and welcome us and the passers
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by on the country road.

The picturesque setting unmistakably encapsulates the
Danish word ‘hygge’ (coziness), but what do such symbols
and relics of early industrial advancement signify? And why
are rural agricultural economies being preserved and circulated as “authentic” and “hyggelige” gestures that sell
nationalistic or romantic notions of the countryside? How
come these obsolete objects of past endeavors stand for a
nostalgic yearning for the “rural”? Furthermore, can they
be viewed as witnesses to humans’ hardship and progression, early industrialization and exodus to more urban environments.
Like a trajectory curve that meets its own end or a snake
biting its own tail, these objects possess the ability to empty and leave themselves. Only to partly return - becoming
formal and decorative gestures of something once experienced but now lost. A wooden wheelbarrow now serves as
a flower pot, reclaimed beer crates - sold to shelve LPs, or
new objects made to look vintage with distressed paint etc.
There is nothing new about this cycle. It’s all just a little bit
of history repeating.
However, the anachronistic aspects connected to these objects are difficult to ignore - creating a rupture between
the present and past. Not unlike other garden decor, such
as gnomes or stone-carved snails, these rusty tools and
worm-eaten wood ironically contrast their surrounding environments. Filling a gap between the near and the far, the
animated and real, the true and false.

The rural objects, like scattered fragments from a local agricultural museum, repeat a mysterious and absurd dream. It
is as if the way that these objects were left and abandoned,
having shifted connotation from one of poor functionality
(the potential reason for their abandonment) to a harmless
cuteness. Exaggerated through a set of formal characteristics and extended or accidental object affordances, it is as
if the objects has diffused their meaning and original purpose.
However, as casualties of industrialization, these objects
signify a landscape of ruins. The snake rattling in the grass,
biting its own tail once again as though an imminent deterioration or demented reanimation is overtaking the
land. The objects are suddenly resurrected as something
else, impelling a haunting sense of forgetfulness upon its
spectators. Not unlike a near-death experience in which a
corpse is brought back to life, the objects are emptied and
reified. As shells of something they once were, they appear
as confused elders - dressed randomly, partly forgotten but
still recognizable. In a mirror-world like fabuland[1] of cute
and peculiar things.
Like microenvironments or miniaturized depictions of landscape, rural decor seems to rely upon a return to the “natural”, pastoral or authentic habitat. Fields of green, fresh
water streams, singing and chirping birds - a place where
humans would live off their livestock and harvest what
they sowed from the earth. Accompanied by the sound of
horseshoes on a brick road or the clinking of the milkman’s
delivery boxes in the morning, these situations signify an

encounter that most of us rarely experience outside of
films or tourist traps.
As we follow the paved road to continue further into the
landscape we pass by a closed tavern and wink one last time
at an old Tuborg beer Poster, plastered across the tavern’s
facade.
This reproduction of a vintage Tuborg advertisement depicts
an elderly man, resting aside a dusty road and wiping sweat
from his brow. He is overweight and appears exhausted. He
looks dressed up for a party, more so than the landscape
he finds himself in. Luckily, he’s been able to find some sort
of primitive architectural structure to lean against. This object seems to serve no other purpose than to support his
body weight. He must be thirsty and he might be lost. The
landscape, with its desaturated yellowish fields, looks dry.
The man looks perplexed – maybe he has had too much to
drink? His face looks rather red and his shirt is not properly
tucked into his pants. Was he offered a drive, only to be
left on the side of the road because he was too drunk and
loud? He doesn’t resemble the typical working class man,
yet he is strolling through the land of the working class. Is
it for his enjoyment that he is stranded there or is it to recruit? Might he be a labor union man? Maybe he went to
have a closer look at the barley fields? Or maybe he simply
left the city in search of the rural authenticity that he had
heard so much about, but which is hard to find.

[1] Fabuland is a branch of LEGO toys produced between 1979 – 1989.

